Safe and Precise Planetary Landing Technologies

Abstract
Landing hazards are surface features that could damage a planetary lander during touch down. Landing hazards include tall rocks, steep slopes, scarps, cliffs and craters. The purpose of Hazard Detection and Avoidance (HDA) is to autonomously detect these hazards near the landing site and then determine a new landing site that is safe. After selection, Hazard Relative Navigation (HRN) estimates the position of the lander relative to the safe site so that it can be targeted accurately.

In contrast, Terrain Relative Navigation (TRN) estimates the position of a lander relative to a map built from a-priori orbital reconnaissance. If the lander has enough fuel, TRN can be used to guide the lander to a single landing site of importance (e.g., the sample cache for Mars Sample Return or a lunar cave for exploration). TRN can also be used to avoid large hazards enabling more hazardous landing ellipses to be selected by the science community (e.g., Multi-X for Mars 2018).

Over the past decade, JPL has been developing HDA, HRN and TRN systems using passive visible and active lidar imaging sensing modalities. This talk will describe the sensors, and algorithms developed and performance from aircraft and sounding rocket field test campaigns. Results will show that lidar based TRN can achieve 90m accuracy under any lighting conditions, passive visible TRN can achieve 10m accuracy during the day, lidar-based HDA can detect 40cm hazards from 1km and lidar-based HRN can navigate relative to a specified site to within 1m.
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